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After more than an hour, hei xinjiu could not hold on any longer. With a whoosh, she jumped into the 

ancient Ice Long’s ice cave again. 

 

“Little Monkey, take a break in the middle. You hold on for a while!” 

 

Ancient Ice Long:”…” 

 

Damn it! 

 

Why should she let it hold on? Who Was it to her? She could not bully a beast like that! 

 

Wu Yun in the sky did not know the relationship between Yun Chujiu and the ancient ice long, so the 

ancient Ice Long was unlucky enough to be struck again! 

 

“Little monkey, you are really stubborn. Can’t you change your position to be struck? Your head will 

become bald if you are struck again!”Yun Chujiu said sneakily as she combed through the violent 

lightning spiritual force in her body. 

 

Ancient Ice Long:”…” 

 

It actually despised it? She still had the face to say that it was stubborn? If not for her, would it have 

been struck? 

 

Although the ancient ice long hated Yun Chujiu to death, it still slightly changed its direction. After all, 

curly hair was much better than bald lady. 

 

Besides, it was cold in this world of ice and snow without any hair! 



 

The ice cave was soon filled with the smell of burnt hair. Hei xinjiu covered her nose and said, “The smell 

is too bad! You’d better get out!” 

 

Ancient Ice Long:”…” 

 

Damn it! 

 

This was its cave! Its cave! ! Its cave! ! ! 

 

This shameless girl actually let it out? Wu Yun in the sky probably hated it to death. If it went out, it 

would be chopped into ashes! 

 

Ancient Ice Long had never felt so aggrieved before. Not only was the ice cave occupied by someone 

else, but it also wanted to chase away its rightful owner. It was too shameless! 

 

Just as the ancient Ice Long was fuming with anger, hei xinjiu jumped out again. “Wang Ba Yun, Miss is 

out again! Strike Me! Let’s hurt each other! Let’s have fun together!” 

 

The dark clouds in the sky felt that Wu Yun was fuming with anger! Since ancient times, it had never 

heard of such a perverted human. This was simply an expert in anger! 

 

Wu Yun struck again and again. When Hei Xinjiu could not take it anymore, she jumped into the ice cave 

again. The unlucky ancient ice long had no choice but to take the blame again.. 

 

Finally, the Wu Yun in the sky trembled and left in anger. Before it left, it even snowed. These were its 

tears! It was too f * cking angry! 

 



Before the ancient Ice Long had the time to settle the score with Hei Xinjiu, hei xinjiu jumped out with a 

whoosh. “Little monkey, thank you! Look at how shiny your new look is!” 

 

The ancient ice long dashed out of the ice cave with a whoosh and shone on the ice wall that was as 

smooth as a mirror. Its originally white long fur had now turned into curly fur and was even emitting 

wisps of black smoke.. 

 

Roar! Roar! 

 

The ancient Ice Long was about to go crazy from anger! It roared and chased after Hei Xinjiu relentlessly. 

It only had one goal now, and that was to eat that darn girl, Hei Xinjiu! 

 

As the ancient ice long chased after it, it discovered that the human girl’s body was flickering with light. 

It was obvious that she had broken through! 

 

The ancient ice long felt very unbalanced. This darn girl was really lucky. Not only was she not struck to 

death by lightning, she had even broken through! It was truly infuriating! 

 

Just as the ancient ice long thought of this, it saw that the girl’s body was flickering with light again. It 

was stunned. She had actually broken through two levels? She was really lucky! 

 

Then, it discovered that Yun Chujiu’s body flashed with a dazzling light again.. 

 

Damn it, she could not live anymore! She had actually risen by three levels all of a sudden! 

 

Just as the ancient Ice Long was fuming with anger, it was stunned to find that it was also about to break 

through.. 


